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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Good morning,I am Martha Roach, Audit Manager for the Agreement Compliance Branch of the Audit Office.We will be providing your training today on basic timekeeping.We will be happy to answer any questions that you might have, but  we are asking that you please hold your questions until the end of this presentation.You should have received several handouts for today’s training.  Please see if you have the following:Copy of today’s training power point slidesCopy of chapter 6 from the AASHTO Audit GuideCopy of Safe Harbor information from our web siteHandouts with Index to be used in today’s training – Timesheets, Indirect Cost Rate Schedule, Labor Distribution Report, Please raise your hand if you are missing any of these documents.We have provided a list of resources and contact information for our staff at the end of the slides.I would like to take a minute and introduce my staff: We will each be giving a section of today’s training. Bola, Brian, Laura, Schatzie, Yvonne Flip page



Introductions 
 
 Agreement Compliance Audit Services 

 
 Review of Indirect Cost Rates & Compliance Audits 

 
 Coordination with Consultant Services Office (CSO) 

and with Local Programs/Agencies 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Agreement Compliance group works closely with the WSDOT Consultant Services Office (CSO) and WSDOT Local Programs.  The review of your firm’s Indirect Cost Rate is a service that we provide to these two offices, to assist them in negotiating the payment terms for your agreements.Our group has various responsibilities, which I will discuss with you further.Compliance AuditsReview of Indirect Cost RateSafe Harbor Pilot program Outreach & TrainingAudits  Our group performs compliance audits, which would include a visit to your firm to review documentation.  We would be verifying that all payments made under this agreement being audited were in compliance with the payment terms of the agreement, and in compliance with 48 CFR Part 31.  (describe FARs– Part 31 is Contract Cost Principals & Procedures)  One of the things that we are reviewing during an audit is timesheets to support the labor billed to the agreement.  These audits could result in findings against your firm.ICREach firm that bills using an Indirect Cost Rate schedule has probably gone through a review process with our group.  The request for a rate comes to us from CSO or Local Programs, and the memo that we issue at the conclusion of our review goes back to them.Safe HarborWe are one of ten states that were chosen to administer the Safe Harbor Pilot program.  How many of you have heard of our Safe Harbor program?  This is a Federal program, and was designed to help small firms or new firms to be able to get to work faster.  The firms who qualify for Safe Harbor, and choose to use the program are given a rate of 110%.  This rate is not auditable.  The firm can use the 110% rate for any work until June 30, 2016.  At that time the firm should be able to provide a FAR compliant Indirect Cost Rate.  You were provided with a handout for the Safe Harbor program.  Please feel free to share this information with other firms.Training – Our group also provides outreach and training to Consulting Firms.  We often have firms come to our office for one on one discussions, and we have completed ten site visits to firms so far in 2014.We have developed several Guidance Documents which can be found on our website.  These will be discussed more in this presentation later. Flip Page



Training Road Map 
 Timekeeping (focus of today’s training) 
 Indirect Cost Rate (ICR) Schedule (future training) 
 Agreement/Invoicing (future training) 
 Support for Labor/Classifications (future training) 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Today’s training will focus on basic timekeeping.  Timesheets are the source document for any labor billed to WSDOT or Cities/Counties, or to a prime.  The hours on your timesheets also supports the direct and indirect labor on a firm’s Indirect Cost Rate Schedule.  Since labor is the largest component of an ICR this is extremely important.We hope to develop future training on the Indirect Cost Rate Schedule, Invoicing and agreements, and support for your labor and classifications.  Each of you should have an evaluation form.  Please indicate on the form if there are additional topics that you would like to have training on. Brian will be giving you a brief overview which will take you from the Timesheets to the firm’s Indirect Cost Rate Schedule, and he will speak briefly how everything should tie/match.  We are calling this the Pathway to Compliance.And now I am going to turn this over to Brian.



Timekeeping 
 Timesheets (Source Document) 
 Why support is important 

 Largest item on Indirect Cost Rate (ICR) Schedule 
 Invoicing WSDOT  or Local Agencies (or prime) 
 Supports costs recorded in Consultants Accounting 

Records 
 Impacts Payroll Register, Labor Distribution Report 

(LDR), & Labor Reconciliation       Big Picture 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Timesheets are source document for labor which is billed on Invoices, and also for labor on your Indirect Cost Rate Schedule.   (insert link for timesheet format – and explain some basic fields  briefly – this will be discussed more in depth further on in the presentation. )Important because labor is the largest component of an Indirect Cost Rate Schedule.  We might not be able to accept your ICR if you don’t have the appropriate timesheets to support the labor.Timesheets impact what is paid to the staff and shown on the payroll register, and what is reported on the Labor Distribution Report (LDR), which affects the labor reconciliationClick on Big PictureFirst diagram - As you can see from these diagrams the timesheets and adjusted payroll feed the LDR which in turn should match your ICRSecond diagram - As there may be non-labor items included in the gross payroll, these will need to be adjusted or your payroll will not tie to the LDR.You will need to extract the non-labor related items such as bonus, severance or auto allowanceThird diagram – The timesheets include all these different types of labor which funnel into your LDRMove back to Slide PresentationTimesheets substantiate what is billed to WSDOT and Local Agencies, or the prime on the agreement.And supports the costs recorded in a consultants accounting records



Gross 
Payroll Less 

Payroll 
Costs Not 
Related 
to Labor 
Hours * 

Adjusted 
Payroll 

Big Picture 
Timesheets to Indirect Cost Rate (ICR) 

Timesheets 
+ 

Adjusted 
Payroll 

LDR FAR Compliant 
ICR 

* Includes, but not limited to – e.g. bonus, severance, auto allowance 
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What Goes Into Your LDR? 

Labor Distribution Report 
(LDR) 

Uncomp 
OT ** 

Indirect 
Labor & 
PTO * 

Direct 
Labor 

* PTO = Paid Time Off (Vacation, Sick, Holiday) 
* * Uncomp OT = Uncompensated Overtime 7 



 Source Documents 
 Timekeeping source documents include, but are not 

limited to:  
 

 Timesheets - Support for hours billed on invoices 
 Payroll Registers /Owner Draws– Support Raw 

Labor Rate on Actual Not To Exceed (ANTE) Table    
Labor Source  

 Human Resource Documentation - Support the 
Classification on the Actual Not To Exceed (ANTE) 
Table.                                                ANTE table 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The documentation to support your labor includes the timesheets for employees and owners/principlesThis also includes the payroll register and owner draws for those owners who aren’t paid through payrollClick on Labor Source linkAs you can see from the diagram the timesheet requirement applies to both employees and ownersThe payroll register will support the salary paid or hours paid as reflected on the timesheetsThe owner draws will support compensation for owner hours workedClick back to SlidesThe classifications from the ANTE table that a firm develops should match the employee’s actual classification that is supported in the firms HR documentation or other company recordsClick on ANTE tableAs you can from the example the classifications listed may not apply to your firm, please refer to your own company structure to develop your ANTE tableGo to next Slide



OR 
Timesheets 

+ 
Payroll 

Register 

Timesheets 
+  

Owner 
Draws 

Source Documents for Labor 
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 Source Documents 
 Timekeeping source documents include, but are 

not limited to:  
 

 Timesheets - Support for hours billed on 
invoices 

 Payroll Registers /Owner Draws– Support Raw 
Labor Rate on Actual Not To Exceed (ANTE) 
Table    Labor Source  

 Human Resource Documentation - Support the 
Classification on the Actual Not To Exceed 
(ANTE) Table.   ANTE table 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The documentation to support your labor includes the timesheets for employees and owners/principlesThis also includes the payroll register and owner draws for those owners who aren’t paid through payrollClick on Labor Source linkAs you can see from the diagram the timesheet requirement applies to both employees and ownersThe payroll register will support the salary paid or hours paid as reflected on the timesheetsThe owner draws will support compensation for owner hours workedClick back to SlidesThe classifications from the ANTE table that a firm develops should match the employee’s actual classification that is supported in the firms HR documentation or other company recordsClick on ANTE tableAs you can from the example the classifications listed may not apply to your firm, please refer to your own company structure to develop your ANTE tableGo to next Slide
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Example: 

Raw Labor  
Overhead 

Rate 
Fee 

(Profit) Billing  
Job Classification   Rate   110%   20%   Rate 
Principal $45.00  $49.50  $9.00  $103.50  

Raw Labor Rate - The rate is supported by payroll records, or owner draws in some instances.   
For small/new firms who do not have an established payroll this may be negotiated during contracting. 

Overhead Rate/Indirect Cost Rate - The Safe Harbor Rate is 110%, this is not subject to audit. 
The amount is calculated by multiplying the raw labor rate by 110%. 

Fee (Profit) - This is negotiable; it is part of contract negotiations 
The amount is calculated by multiplying the raw labor rate by the fee percentage. 

Billing Rate - This is the hourly rate billed on the invoice. 
The amount is calculated by adding the raw labor rate + overhead + fee 

Safe Harbor 
How to Calculate Your Billing Rate 

 

Raw Labor 
Rate 

(Payroll) 

Overhead 
Rate 

(110%) 

Fee 
(Profit) 

Billing 
Rate 
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Bringing It All Together 
 Indirect Cost Rate (ICR) Schedule Components 

 Labor Distribution Report (LDR) 
 Income Statement/General Ledger 
 Adjusted Payroll 

 Internal Controls 
 Timekeeping Internal Controls 
 Timekeeping Policy 
 Labor Reconciliations 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Click on ICR Components linkAs you can see from the diagram the different labor source documents should all tie to the Indirect Cost Rate ScheduleContinuing on after LDRHaving strong internal controls, a timekeeping policy and regular labor reconciliations build the labor reported on the ICRFirst lets understand what constitutes timekeeping internal controls 



ICR Components 

Sample LDR Sample ICR Sample Timesheet Sample Income Statement 
14 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Because the payroll does not differentiate the different types of laborThe general ledger and the LDR will catalog the different labor categories that are represented on the ICRClick on Sample LDRHere is an example LDR that shows which employees are hourly and which are salary Their respective direct, indirect and PTO hours with correlating dollars based on the standard rate (2080 hrs per year)Go back to main presentation
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ICR Components 

Sample LDR Sample ICR Sample Timesheet Sample Income Statement 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Because the payroll does not differentiate the different types of laborThe general ledger and the LDR will catalog the different labor categories that are represented on the ICRClick on Sample LDRHere is an example LDR that shows which employees are hourly and which are salary Their respective direct, indirect and PTO hours with correlating dollars based on the standard rate (2080 hrs per year)Go back to main presentation



ABC Engineers
Income Statement

4000 - Sales 2,143,974
    Net Sales 2,143,974

5000 - Direct Labor 570,269
5,250

25,320
5075 - Other Direct - Mileage/Parking 6,523
    Cost of Sales 607,362

    Gross Profit (Loss) 1,536,612

6000 - Indirect Labor 256,408
6005 - Payroll Variance (48,709)
6001 - Vacation Pay 67,909
6002 - Sick Pay 11,851
6003 - Holiday Pay 32,329
6070 - Bonus Pay 30,000
6100 - Advertising 25,650
6150 - Public Relations 18,240
6200 - Direct Selling 9,400
6250 - Employee Training/Recruiting 2,100
6400 - Worker's Comp Insurance 15,980
6450 - Health Insurance 25,490
6500 - Insurance 23,789
6600 - Professional Fees 38,000
6605 - Taxes & Fees 38,900
6700 - Automobile 16,420
6710 - Maintenance & Repair 18,340
6750 - Travel 25,600
6755 - Travel - Meals 42,000
6760 - Depreciation & Amortization 22,140
6800 - Professional Memberships/Licenses 6,500
6850 - Rent 98,000
6860 - Utilities 9,671
6870 - Telephone 11,125
6900 - Payroll Taxes 120,125
6910 - IRA Contributions 150,240
6950 - Interest 450
6980 - Computer 28,400
6990 - Supplies & Miscellaneous 36,900
    Total Expenses 1,133,248

    Net Operating Income 403,364

4060 - Interest Income 650
9000 - Gain (Loss) on Sale of Assets 2,500
    Total Other Income 3,150

    Net Income (Loss) 406,514

December 31, 2013

5030 - Consultant Expense
5021 - Reimbursable Travel

Other Income

Financial Statements in U.S. Dollars
Revenue

Cost of Sales

Expenses

18 
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Bringing It All Together 
 Indirect Cost Rate (ICR) Schedule Components 

 Labor Distribution Report (LDR) 
 Income Statement/General Ledger 
 Adjusted Payroll 

 Internal Controls 
 Timekeeping Internal Controls 
 Timekeeping Policy 
 Labor Reconciliations 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Click on ICR Components linkAs you can see from the diagram the different labor source documents should all tie to the Indirect Cost Rate ScheduleContinuing on after LDRHaving strong internal controls, a timekeeping policy and regular labor reconciliations build the labor reported on the ICRFirst lets understand what constitutes timekeeping internal controls 



Timekeeping Internal Controls 
 Management should train employees on their 

responsibilities for accurately recording time charges 
 Timekeeping and payroll accounting responsibilities 

should be separated 
 Procedures and controls must be evident, well defined, 

and reasonable 
 No confusion concerning the reason for the controls 
 No misunderstanding as to what is and what is not 

permissible  
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
First, I would like to discuss internal controls in a general sense	You see different types of controls every day. Think about your company policies. The expectations you set for your employees.If you were giving an employee an evaluation – you would base it on their performance, expectations, even their job description. – you would hold them accountable as your employee to show up to work every day, you expect them to arrive on time, and to complete the tasks assigned to them. Internal controls really aren’t that different. What we are really talking about are the practices and guidelines a business follows to protect its resources. In this sense we are trying to ensure that safeguards are in place to so that the information available is accurate and reliable.(Bullet) We strongly recommend that you emphasize your employee’s role and responsibility in recording their time accurately. The perfect opportunity to emphasize this is during employee training.(Bullet) The Separation of duties helps to preserve integrity within your timekeeping system	Timekeeping and payroll accounting should be separated. If for example you have one employee entering the timesheets and completing payroll your firm opens itself up to some risk.(Bullet) Procedures and controls must be evident, well defined, and reasonable	There should be no room for confusion.  An example of a well-defined, evident control would be restricting access to certain records. A very basic example would be a password encryption on certain spreadsheets.All of the points I have touched on are from the AASHTO guidelines. Bola will discuss AASHTO a bit more later in the presentation.



Timekeeping Internal Controls 
 Controls should be continuously maintained and their 

effectiveness verified 
 Employees should be regularly made aware of controls 
 Provide employees with a feedback system to report 

any suspected mischarging or violations guaranteeing 
anonymity  

 Supervisors who are accountable for meeting contract 
budgets should not have the opportunity to initiate 
employee time charges 
Fraud Triangle 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
(Bullet) When considering internal controls your company has in place you need to ask yourself “Are the controls we have in place effective?” Would they deter or detect errors?	Also, “Would WSDOT be able to verify that our controls are effective?”	Examples would be:	Electronic logs that track changes – these could serve as an audit trail	Labor Transfer Sheets – these could serve as an audit trail – Schatzie will talk about this more	Individual logons for each employee and as mentioned access restricted to certain personnel for certain items(Bullet) Employees should have continual awareness of the internal controls in place. Employee Orientation is a great opportunity make staff aware of controls. Staff Meetings are also a perfect opportunity to remind staff of proper timesheet preparation(Bullet) Employee should have a way to report violations or suspected violations to management retaining their anonymity.(Bullet) Earlier I spoke about how there should be a separation of duties with the timekeeping and payroll. This goes hand in hand with the last bullet. Supervisors that are responsible for meeting contract budget shouldn’t have the opportunity to initiate employee time charges. We recognize that in smaller firms this may not be possible but whenever possible this control should be in place to mitigate risk.Proper internal controls help protect company assets by reducing the risk of fraud and eliminating errors.I would like to discuss fraud for a minute:It is composed of 3 components:	Incentive 	Opportunity	and RationalizationI would specifically like to address Opportunity. An opportunity can happen when an employee/person notices a gap or opening within the internal controls or perhaps they notice the firm has no internal controls. If there are no internal controls in place or oversight they can falsify hours on a timesheet. This is just one example of why it is incredibly important to have proper internal controls in place.As mentioned before all of points covered on these slides come from the AASHTO guidelines it’s a great resource which Bola will now talk to you about.
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What is AASHTO? 
 The American Association of State Highway and 

Transportation Officials (AASHTO) at the regional 
level created the first edition of the Uniform Audit & 
Accounting Guide. The guide was designed to assist 
engineering consultants, independent CPAs, and State 
DOT auditors with the preparation, and/or auditing of 
Statements of Direct Labor, Fringe Benefits, and 
Indirect Cost Rate (ICR) schedules. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Is anyone in our audience familiar with AASHTO?AASHTO is the American Association of State Highway & Transportation Officials. This institution created the Uniform Audit & Accounting Guide to assist engineering consultants, independent CPAs, and DOT auditors in the preparation and/or auditing of Indirect Cost Rate Schedules.The Uniform Audit & Accounting Guide is one of the most important tools I use because it has some really helpful information. It is based on the requirements found in 48 CFR Part 31, but it is easier to understand and is in a much more friendly format.There is a really helpful index at the back of the AASHTO guide. We have provided a link to the AASHTO Guide on the Resource Page at the end of this presentation.



Timekeeping Policy 
 As mentioned previously, labor is the most significant 

cost incurred and internal control over the labor-
charging function is critical to accurately record labor. 

 
 What is a timekeeping policy?  
 
 The American Association of State Highway and 

Transportation Officials (AASHTO) Guide, Chapter 6 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Labor is the most significant cost incurred under Government contracts. Historical labor costs frequently are used to estimate labor for government contracts, so accurately recording labor is important.Engineering consultants are responsible for ensuring adequate labor reporting across their organizations. A written timekeeping policy should be in place to ensure employees have clear guidance regarding accurately recording all labor hours. Chapter 6 in AASHTO provides guidance for your timekeeping policy. Much of Chapter 6 contains references to the Federal Acquisition Regulation (FAR) Part 31, which in turn makes references to the Defense Contract Audit Agency Pamphlet (DCAAP).The Federal Acquisition Regulation (FAR), Part 31 is the primary regulation governing services that are paid for with Federal funds. 48 CFR Part 31 sets the criteria for determining which costs are eligible for reimbursement on Federally-funded agreements and may be used to determine which costs are allowable for contracts which are funded solely by State funds (You will find a link to 48 CFR Part 31 included in your source list at the end of the presentation).Our office has prepared two labor Interpretive Guidance documents that you might find useful. These can be found on the Audit office homepage & in the handouts.Chapter 6 is dedicated to labor and timekeeping. The requirements of a timekeeping policy are detailed in Chapter 6, Section 4-3. These requirements are necessary for electronic and manual timekeeping systems. There is also a labor charging checklist at the end of Chapter 6 that you might find useful.Schatzie, will now explain more about the requirements for a timekeeping policy.



Timekeeping Policy Requirements 
 A written policy should include the following 

requirements: 
 Employee has sole access to timesheets  
 Hours should be recorded daily on timesheets by 

employees and owners/principals 
 Record all hours worked whether they are paid or not 
 Supervisory approval of timesheets 
 Supervisor is prohibited from completing an employee’s 

timesheet  
 Nature of work determines proper distribution of time 

AASHTO Chapter 6, Section 6.4 (B) 26 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Hello, I am Schatzie Harvey and will be discussing timekeeping policy and reconciliation requirementsA timekeeping policy is an important component of internal controlsYou should be aware the agreement language stipulates “Consultant shall maintain and have support for verification of direct labor” and a timekeeping policy helps provide this supportPolicy doesn’t have to be elaborate and should be designed to fit your firms needs The following slides discuss the key components that AASHTO indicates should be in any firms policy1 - Employees should have sole access to their timesheetAutomated system – password controlled (admin can’t modify)Manual system – not stored on shared drive2 - All hours worked whether paid or not are recorded daily by employees and owners/principalsWe find that managers sometimes forget to include the administrative timeHowever, recording all hours worked is necessary because labor rates and labor overhead costs can be affected by total hours worked not just paid hoursAdditionally, recording labor daily helps prevent errors3 - Supervisor approval should be required before timesheet is processedWe find this component is often overlooked and is a key part of internal controls – to help verify labor is accurate Ideally timesheet will have employee and supervisor signature and date signed (manual = signature/automated = sign/date stamp)4 – Policy should state supervisors is prohibited from completing employees timesheetMay be exceptions (travel or other), policy should cover how timesheets are processed in those instancesImportant to remember employee must review/approve time submitted in their absence5 - Additionally include a statement that the nature of work determines distribution of time not the budget for example



Timekeeping Policy Requirements 
 Instructions for Timesheet Preparation Sample Timesheet  

 Detailed instructions for timesheet preparation should 
be provided in a timekeeping policy/pamphlet and/or 
company procedure  

 The policy should state that the accurate and complete 
preparation of timesheets is a part of each employee’s job 

 The policy should also address timesheet corrections 
Sample Labor Transfer  

 Once policy is established train employees and document 
training  

 
AASHTO Chapter 6, Section 6.4 (B) 27 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The policy should also discuss how to complete a timesheet and explain firms coding structure Click on sample timesheet againReferring back to the sample timesheet – it is important to differentiate direct from indirect laborAll direct labor should have project number and for WSDOT task order agreements, the timesheet should include the specific task orderThere are various indirect labor categories to include different types of selling laborThe direct selling interpretive guidance describes what types of labor should be included in the different categoriesGo back to slide presentationImportant to include a clause that the employee is responsible for accurately recording time and that there will be repercussions if fraud is detectedFinally, policy should describe the process for timesheet corrections and labor transfersFor billing purposes a firm must be able to support labor and without a detailed explanation or verifiable audit trail it is difficult to support why the transfer or correction was processedThe labor interpretive guidance discusses this process in greater detail but the enclosed scenario will give you an idea of the guidelines discussed in AASHTOClick on Sample Labor Transfer1 - For this example the project manager John Miller noticed on a billing report that Jane Doe posted 1 hour to task BA on 1/6 however she wasn’t assigned to that task on 1/62 - To initiate the correction John Miller sent Jane an email notifying her a correction was needed3 - The supervisor and employee annotated corrections to the timesheet and initialed/dated the timesheet4 – To provide greater detail a transfer form was prepared and signed by all parties involvedThoroughly documenting any labor transfers or corrections will assist a firm in explaining those corrections in the event of an audit Go back to slide presentationOnce the timekeeping policy is established, employees should be trained and the training should be documented to provide confirmation that all employees were notified
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Timekeeping Policy Requirements 
 Instructions for Timesheet Preparation Sample Timesheet  

 Detailed instructions for timesheet preparation should 
be provided in a timekeeping policy/pamphlet and/or 
company procedure  

 The policy should state that the accurate and complete 
preparation of timesheets is a part of each employee’s job 

 The policy should also address timesheet corrections 
Sample Labor Transfer  

 Once policy is established train employees and document 
training  

 
AASHTO Chapter 6, Section 6.4 (B) 29 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The policy should also discuss how to complete a timesheet and explain firms coding structure Click on sample timesheet againReferring back to the sample timesheet – it is important to differentiate direct from indirect laborAll direct labor should have project number and for WSDOT task order agreements, the timesheet should include the specific task orderThere are various indirect labor categories to include different types of selling laborThe direct selling interpretive guidance describes what types of labor should be included in the different categoriesGo back to slide presentationImportant to include a clause that the employee is responsible for accurately recording time and that there will be repercussions if fraud is detectedFinally, policy should describe the process for timesheet corrections and labor transfersFor billing purposes a firm must be able to support labor and without a detailed explanation or verifiable audit trail it is difficult to support why the transfer or correction was processedThe labor interpretive guidance discusses this process in greater detail but the enclosed scenario will give you an idea of the guidelines discussed in AASHTOClick on Sample Labor Transfer1 - For this example the project manager John Miller noticed on a billing report that Jane Doe posted 1 hour to task BA on 1/6 however she wasn’t assigned to that task on 1/62 - To initiate the correction John Miller sent Jane an email notifying her a correction was needed3 - The supervisor and employee annotated corrections to the timesheet and initialed/dated the timesheet4 – To provide greater detail a transfer form was prepared and signed by all parties involvedThoroughly documenting any labor transfers or corrections will assist a firm in explaining those corrections in the event of an audit Go back to slide presentationOnce the timekeeping policy is established, employees should be trained and the training should be documented to provide confirmation that all employees were notified
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Labor Reconciliation Requirements 
 The firm must have procedures in place to verify that 

labor hours at the individual employee level are 
reconciled to payroll records monthly (at a minimum) 

 Reconcile labor between 
 Timekeeping System 
 Payroll System 
 General Ledger 
 Billing system    

    Sample Labor Reconciliation 

AASHTO Chapter 6, Section 6.4 (B)(3) 34 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Firms should have a labor reconciliation policy to accompany a timekeeping policyThe reconciliation should be accomplished at a minimum monthly, we recommend every payroll cycleIf you wait until the EOY to reconcile labor and labor doesn’t tie it is difficult to pinpoint discrepancies at that pointAdditionally, as the timekeeping, payroll, general ledger and billing systems may be different the manual transfer of data can be very problematic and create opportunity for errorsSo reviewing the labor source documents at least monthly will allow discrepancies to be corrected as they occurClick on Sample ReconciliationIn comparing the various source documents that record labor the intent is to ensure the labor ties between the source documentsAnd, that the direct labor base is accurate and consistently recorded at the standard rate of pay1 – As Brian mentioned earlier remove the non-labor related items from the payroll to arrive at the adjusted payroll2 – The LDR is populated from the timesheets and should match the GL3 – You will notice in this example there is a payroll variance account, this is used to capture any uncompensated overtimeYou may have salary personnel that work more than the standard hours yet receive their base salary As the labor recorded on the LDR and GL is for all hours worked at the standard rate, not necessarily the salary that was paid, the variance account captures the difference4 – All source documents should tie after adjusting entries – if not, research the discrepancies and take corrective actionClick to next slide and turn over to Laura who will summarize what we’ve discussed today
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Timekeeping Review 
 General Requirements for timesheets include: 

 Timesheets should be completed daily by all staff; including 
owner/principals 

 Timesheets should record all hours worked, whether paid or 
not; Administrative time should be recorded, as well as paid 
time off 

 Direct and Indirect labor must be segregated and 
Timesheets should indicate at a minimum the hours 
worked by project numbers, contract number or name, or 
other identifiers for a particular assignment 
 If your firm is working on a WSDOT Task Order Negotiated 

Hourly Rate Agreement, your timesheets must show the task 
information as well as the agreement identification 

Sample Timesheet 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Hi, I’m Laura Trainer.During this presentation we have spoken about timekeeping systems, internal controls and requirements that are necessary when billing under a government contract.  We have shared those requirements that we expect to be in place and verifiable. In ReviewSome of the general / basic requirements that we ask you to remember and incorporate into your business practices are –  Timesheet CompletionDaily completion of timesheets by all staff.  Completing your timesheet each day provides better assurance of the accuracy of the labor hours being recorded.  As Schatzie mentioned earlier it can be very difficult to go back and try to recall what work was performed earlier in the week or even the day before.  Daily completion of the timesheet needs to be done by all staff of the firm, this includes upper management such as owners & principals.   Recording All Labor HoursThe recording of your labor hours each day must include all the labor hours worked.  Billable and Nonbillable and Paid and un-paid.   Display Timesheet Sample – Let’s take a look at the timesheet example, again. Let’s look at our timesheet example, as you see for January 6 the timesheet shows the employee worked 9 hours during the day and of those 9 hours …8 were on direct projects and 1 was spent on Administrative duties.  Once again the timesheet should include all labor hours worked during the day and this is applicable to all employees, salary and hourly.   Segregating LaborThe timesheet hours should be segregated to show direct hours (project hours) and indirect hours (time spent not related to a specific project).  As you see from our example timesheet, the direct labor hours are segregated and show the number of hours worked on each project during the day.  You can further notice that the segregation shows the different task orders.  Indirect hours are also segregated by type.  The indirect time should be segregated to show if part of the time was spent on bid & proposal, such as work done for a new possible upcoming agreement, or if the time was spent on public relations, such as having a trade booth, or general administrative time such as preparing your timesheet.   Recording of all labor hours is an important component of the total labor costs that will make up your indirect cost rate. Exit Timesheet Sample and NEXT SLIDE – 
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Timekeeping Review 
 The employee should have sole access to create his/her 

timesheet 
 We should be able to verify supervisory approval of the 

timesheets (this would not be applicable in very small one 
or two person firms) 

 Supervisor should not be able to enter or make changes to 
employee timesheets without the employee’s approval 
 Any changes to hours recorded on the timesheet must be 

evidenced by both employee and supervisor approval 
(initialed/dated in ink by employee and supervisor) 

 Timesheet Change Example 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Employee Sole Access to TimesheetsThe employee’s should have sole access to create or change their timesheet.  As Yvonne discussed during the Internal Controls segment, an assigned log in, password encryption and access restrictions can assist in ensuring that no one other than the employee can access their timesheet.  Your firm should have policies and practices in place to ensure that no one, except the employee, can create or change the timesheet.  This needs to be done to provide assurance that the labor hours are accurate and true.    Supervisory ApprovalTimesheets should include supervisory approval.  As you will recall, our timesheet example included a designated space for supervisory signature.The approval signature provides confirmation support that the hours on the timesheet were worked by the employee and approved by the supervisor.  As noted earlier, the supervisory approving signature is a part of the internal controls.   Timesheet Changes If changes need to be made to an employee’s timesheet the changes should NOT be done by anyone other than the employee.  Display Timesheet Change/Correction Changes should be made by the employee, and changes should be signed & dated by the employee as this is the acknowledgement and agreement to the changes being made. The employee’s supervisor should also sign (initial) and date the change as acknowledgement and their approval.  As part of the documentation for a timesheet change there should be a stated detailed reason to support the labor transfer.  As you will recall, earlier in our presentation we showed an example of a labor transfer form.  And, the detailed reason and support for the change was part of this form.  In our experience we have found that many firms utilize a labor transfer form to document the change.    Exit Timesheet Change/Correction and NEXT SLIDE – 
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Timekeeping Review 
 Firms must have a written process to document any 

corrections to hours that were recorded on timesheets 
 For 1 or 2 person firms this may not be necessary, there 

may be other methods to verify timekeeping 
 Implementation of an electronic timekeeping system 

is NOT necessary. Manual timesheets are acceptable as 
long as the necessary processes & controls are in place 
and are followed. 

 Timesheet Retention – Review your Contract terms; 
WSDOT & Local Agency standard agreement language 
is 6 years after final payment.   
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Policy for CorrectionsBest practices is for a firm to have written policies and procedures documenting the proper and necessary steps when timesheet hours need to be changed.  This allows for a consistent treatment for labor hour timesheet changes.  Also, it will provide clear communication to your employee’s and the steps that are necessary and the proper documentation for a timesheet change.  Employees should be trained to your firm’s timekeeping policy – this training should also include the labor transfer process.   Manual & Electronic TimekeepingThe implementation of an electronic timekeeping system is NOT necessary. Manual timesheets are acceptable.  Whichever system you use the practices and policies should be in place to ensure that the necessary controls and processes are compliant with Federal Guidelines. Timesheet RetentionStandard WSDOT and Local Agency agreement language states that records, this includes timesheets, should be kept for 6 years after final payment on the contract.  Please note, that this is the final payment on the contract.  Meaning – that if you are a subconsultants and perform work on the agreement in 2014 and are paid for that work in 2014, but the agreement continues is on-going and final payment is made to the prime in 2017, you must maintain your timesheets until 2023.   Please be sure to review your applicable contracts terms and conditions for the record retention period.   NEXT SLIDE –



Final Thoughts - Affects of 
Timekeeping on… 
 Direct/Indirect Labor 
 Labor Distribution Report (LDR) 
 Invoicing 
 Labor Reconciliation 
 Indirect Cost Rate (ICR) Schedule 
 Billable/Non-billable Hours 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Final ThoughtsHow does Timekeeping affect –  Direct / Indirect LaborSegregating the direct and indirect labor hours is essential.  This segregation is outlined in the AASHTO Audit Guide, Chapter 6.  Segregation of the labor hours is necessary for preparation of the LDR and ICR. Labor Distribution Report (commonly referred to as LDR)Essentially the LDR is a summary of all the labor costs and hours.  The timesheets are the support for the labor hours reported on the LDR. InvoicingTimesheets support the labor billed on the invoice.  Per standard WSDOT and Local Agency contract language, complete and accurate timesheets are required to support the billed labor hours.   Labor ReconciliationLabor reconciliation should be done at a minimum of once a month.  The reconciliation process provides for accurate accounting of labor costs.  Labor should be reconciled to the timekeeping, payroll, general ledger and LDR.   Indirect Cost Rate (ICR) ScheduleLabor is the largest component of the ICR Schedule.  Timesheets are the source of this component.  The accurate recording of all the direct labor hours worked provides for an accurate and supported base value, the direct labor, for determining your indirect cost rate.   Billable / Non Billable HoursThis includes all direct hours, whether they are billable to a contract or not.  Any work performed for the project should be recorded as direct labor.  In addition, all employees should be recording all labor hours worked – direct and indirect.  Regardless if they are salary or hourly.  Segway – Martha will now discuss with us the Resources we have provided to you on the following slides. 



Resources 
1. Title 48 Federal Acquisition Regulation Part 31 Contract Cost Principles and Procedures, 
commonly referred to as FARs is the governing guidance for Indirect Cost Rate Schedule 
expense allowability. 48 CFR Part 31 can be found at the following website: 

URL - http://www.ecfr.gov/cgi-bin/ECFR?page=browse 
Select Title 48, Part 1-51, Sub Chapter 31 
For updates check the following website: 
URL - http://www.acquisition.gov/far/fac.html   

 
2. The American Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials (AASHTO) 
Uniform Audit & Accounting Guide provides guidance to expand on FAR cost principles. The 
audit guide is updated approximately every two years and can be found at the following 
website: 

URL - http://audit.transportation.org/Pages/default.aspx   
        The above link also includes the National Compensation Matrix and sample worksheet - updated annually. 
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Resources 
3. The WSDOT Audit Office has published several interpretive guidance documents to 
further assist firms. The website below provides guidance on the following topics and 
WSDOT is continuing to add further topics: 
 - Labor 
 - Uncompensated Overtime 
 - Direct Selling, Public Relations, Advertising and Bid & Proposal 
 - Allowable Bonus 
 - Auto Expense 
 - Meals 
 - Airfare 
Please check this site regularly for updates. 

URL - http://www.wsdot.wa.gov/Audit/guides.htm  
 
4. The Consultant Services Office link below provides information related to the different 
types of contracts and how to apply. 

URL - http://www.wsdot.wa.gov/business/consulting/   
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Resources 
5. The General Services Administration publishes the allowable Federal per diem rates.  
The lodging, meals, mileage and other information by region can be found at the 
following website: 

URL - http://www.gsa.gov/portal/content/104877  
 

6. WSDOT Accounting Manual M13-82 Quick Reference Excerpt: 
        URL - http://www.wsdot.wa.gov/business/travel  
 
7. WSDOT Safe Harbor Program: 

URL – http://www.wsdot.wa.gov/Audit/SafeHarbor.htm  
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Contacts 
 Steve McKerney, Director of Internal Audit, 

McKernS@wsdot.wa.gov 360-705-7004 
 Jeri Sivertson, Assistant Director of Internal Audit, 

SivertJ@wsdot.wa.gov 360-705-7058 
 Martha Roach, Agreement Compliance Audit Manager, 

roachma@wsdot.wa.gov  360-705-7006 
 

 Laura Trainer, trainel@wsdot.wa.gov 360-705-7819 
 Schatzie Harvey, harveys@wsdot.wa.gov 360-705-6967 
 Brian Stallman, stallmb@wsdot.wa.gov 360-705-7818 
 Omobola Oyebola, oyebola@wsdot.wa.gov 360-705-7094 
 Yvonne Quijano, quijany@wsdot.wa.gov 360-705-6997 
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